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ABSTRACT
A review is presented on highlights of the two research projects under the “National Priority Research
Project" , funded by the National Science Council (NSC) ofTaiwan.
In light of the heavy damage done by typhoons to Taiwan year by year, the NSC of Taiwan places a
great prerniurn on typhoon research, and therefore provides ample research grant for the "National Priority
Typhoon Research" project for the recent three

ye訂s (金om

August 1, 2002 to July 31 , 2005), especially

including the field experiment, "Dropsonde Observations for Typhoon Surveillance near the Taiwan Region
(DOTSTAR)".

百le DOTSTAR is an intemational research program conducted by meteorologists in
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Taiwan, partnered with scientists at the Hurricane Research Division (HRD) and the National Centers for
Adminis仕ation

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

(NOAA).

Th is project marks the beginning of a new era for the aircraft surveillance of 可phoons in the westem North

Pacific.
Built upon work pioneered at NOAA's Hurricane Research Division (HRD), the key to the project is
the use of airbome sensors -- GPS dropwindsondes , which are released from jet aircraft flying above 13km
in the environment of a

甘opical

官lese

cyclone.

sensors gather

tempera制悶，

humidity, pressure, and wind

velocity information as they fa l1 to the surface. Information from the surveil1 ance flights is transmitted in
near real-tirne to the CWB of Taiwan, as we l1 as to the NCEP, FNMOC, and JMA. The data are immediately
assimilated into the numerical models of CWB, NCEP (AVN / GFDL), FNMOC (NOGAPS / COAMPS
/ GFDN) , UKMET, and JMA. The DOTSTAR are expected to provide valuable data which can help increase
the accuracy of TC analysis and track forecasts , to assess the impact of the data on numerical models , to
evaluate the strategies for adaptive/targeted observations , to validate/calibrate the remote-sensing data, and
to improve our understanding on the TC dynamics, especial1y over the TC' s boundary layer.
On September 1,
Dujuan.

2003 ，也e

first DOTSTAR mission was successful1y completed

around 可rphoon

On November 2, the second mission was launched while the aircraft flew over the center of

Typhoon Melor.

Nine more flights have been conducted

for 可rphoons Ni品，

Conson, Mindul1e, Magi,

Aere. Meari , and Nock-Ten in 2004.. As the DOTSTAR research team continues to harvest important data
and gain valuable experience, we believe that future typhoon observations will reach fu l1 maturity, enabling
significant progress in both academic research and typhoon forecasting.
shed light on typhoon dynamics , enhance

typhoon 仕ack

It is hoped that DOTSTAR wi11

forecasting accuracy, place Taiwan at the forefront

of intemational typhoon research, and make a significant

con仕ibution

to the study of typhoons in the

Northwestem Pacific and East Asia region.
Regarding the work on the

句佇rpho
∞
∞
o
n.吋cean-巾
bi必
o-geoc】hemi臼s仕y

to the passage of typhoons has been documented from
wind change has also been demonstrated.

interaction, the cooling of the ocean due

satellite-re仕ieved

SST

data.

百le

response

t。由e

Meanwhile, a striking interdisciplinary issue on the dramatic

bio-response and ocean primary production due

t。可phoons

has also been raised.

Inspired by our recent

observations, we are developing and using typhoon-ocean coupled models to understand the role of the
ocean mixed-layer structure

(including 句rphoon-induced

SST cold wake , warm ocean eddies , and ocean

currents) on the typhoon-ocean interaction problems and their feedback to the climate and biogeochemistry.
Key words : Typhoon, DOTSTAR, Primary production.

